Embedded Software
Engineer
Do you want to play an active role in system design and system integration
processes? For our client, located in Almere and Eindhoven, we are looking for
an embedded software engineer!

Samenvatting
Vacature nummer: PUB202696
Markt: Industrie
Branche: High Tech
Expertisegebied: R&D
Uren per week: 40
Opleidingsniveau: HBO
Sluitingsdatum: woensdag 24 april 2019

De functie
You will be responsible for your own work, from concept and architectural
choices up to testing and finally tagging your release code and binaries. The
flat organization gives a lot of freedom, but also requires a high level of
professionalism and autonomy.

Voor meer informatie:
https://www.brunel.nl/nl-nl/vacatures/PUB202696

Over jou
Bachelor or master hardcore Embedded Software Engineer
At least 5 years’ experience in Embedded SW Engineering
Experience in programming microcontrollers
Experience in programming in C. Experience in C++ as well is an advantage
Experience with power electronics is strong advantage
Experience with CANBus or other communication protocols is a strong
advantage
Experience with Bluetooth is a strong advantage
Experience in hardware testing and validation
Ability to understand schematics and troubleshoot electronic circuitry

Wat wij bieden
Being intermediated by Brunel means that you are contracted by Brunel. Not
only you will have a contract, you will as well be assured of a great career. Our
primary and secondary terms of work are excellent. A few examples are price
reductions at CZ Health Insurance, bonus opportunities and standard 26 days
off. Brunel Engineering intermediates both Junior and Senior Engineers within
the industry for over 30 years now. Our clients vary from multinationals to local
companies. Together we will find the job which meets your wishes.
Since you are living in another country and probably don't immediately know
how to find your way in the Netherlands, Brunel can help you with this. As an
international company, we know better than anyone what it is like to move to a
foreign country to work. This is why we can arrange the most important things including those that don't involve your job - for you and your partner so that you
can fully focus on your career in the Netherlands.

Vragen? Neem contact op
Marjolijn Heijmans
Consultant
Brunel Netherlands Eindhoven
m.heijmans@brunel.net
+31 40 257 8034

Voor meer informatie:
https://www.brunel.nl/nl-nl/vacatures/PUB202696

